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Leading Idea: Art started in the beginning.

Reason and Relate Questions:

When did God create color?
Something physical happened when God separated light from dark. What happened?
When did God create the value range?
When we consider the days of creation, where do we see His use of space, shape, line,
texture, patterns.
What did you learn about patterns?
What are you thankful for about each of God's elements of art?

Lesson Content:
-Read through Genesis 1
-Discuss the vocabulary definitions.
-Talk about color and value being elements of art.
-Demonstrate and practice the value range with watercolors.
-Create class final painting and have students file their notes in their 3-ring binders.
-God created the other elements of art during the other days of creation.

Teaching Tools/Supplies:
Bible verses; Webster's 1828 Dictionary; graphic of a square split in half with black and white; value
range graphic; photos that reflect the days of Creation; water color paper, watercolors, paint brushes,
water in containers, masking tape to tape down paper.

Objectives: What I want my students to learn.
I want my students to understand what a principle is; that God is the first source of color and the value
range; that these elements of art were created in the beginning is a general truth; that patterns aren't
necessarily cookie-cutter; how to control watercolor in order to make a value range and apply it to their
final art project.
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Biblical Principle:

Genesis 1: God created the elements of art during the days of Creation.

Link on the Chain of Christianity®: 

The Creation Link

Key Individual:

Creator God

Vocabulary of the Subject:

Principle  |  Light  |  Pattern  | Key Word: Copy



Leading Idea: God's Sovereignty and Providence are seen in
art.

Biblical Principle:

Genesis 1 (By God's Power He created lines. By His Providence a line is always a line (law of
Creation) ). God's Principle of Individuality seen among lines and their uses.

Link on the Chain of Christianity®: 

The Creation Link

Key Individual:

Creator God

Vocabulary of the Subject:

Art  | Sovereign  | Providence  

Reason and Relate Questions:

How can we honor God with what we paint/draw?
How can we bless others with what we paint/draw?
What does it mean that the elements of art are "good"?
How will you determine that what you want to paint is: good, pleasing, agreeable, or
pleasant?
What did you learn about "line"?
How can the use of the elements of art declare God's excellencies?

Lesson Content:
-Read through Genesis 1.
-Discuss the vocabulary definitions.
-Discuss how God's sovereignty is over all subjects, including art.
-Discuss how God provides the elements of art (future use/application for painting to bring God glory.)
-Discuss God's sovereignty and providence by making lines and that a line is always a line (whether it's
closed, open, geometric, organic, thick, thin, short, or long).
-Discuss how the use of the elements of art declare God's excellencies.
-Discuss the line families and practice painting or drawing different kinds of lines and shapes.

Teaching Tools/Supplies:
Bible; Webster's 1828 Dictionary; examples of lines and their use in Creation; examples of line families;
paint and paintbrushes; pencils and/or markers; watercolor paper or drawing paper.

Objectives: What I want my students to learn.
I want my students to understand the dichotomies of "art"; to understand about God's sovereignty and
providence in the creation of the elements of art; to think about how to honor God and bless others
with art they create (think governmentally); to understand the general truth that a line is always a line;
to reason how the use of the elements of art declare God's excellencies. 
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Leading Idea: Art is reflective of what God has already
created.
Biblical Principle:

Mankind is created in God's image and reflects in art what God has created.

Link on the Chain of Christianity®: 

The Creation Link

Key Individual:

Creator God

Vocabulary of the Subject:

Reflect | Reflective 

Reason and Relate Questions:

How does your tree look like trees in God's creation?
What kind of a tree does it resemble? 
What observations do you make about color relationships in God's creation?
What happens when you apply different brush strokes as you lay colors down on your
canvas? (Discuss organic shapes and further discuss color relationships.)

Lesson Content:
-Look at photos of God's creation or go on a nature walk and observe how different trees look from
each other.
-Discuss with your students the observations they make.
-Compare and contrast examples of art that individuals make with what is seen in God's creation.
-Observe color relationships in God's creation (photos of images from outer space, for example).
-Discuss how the use of colors can create organic shapes on a canvas (like nebulas against a starlit
background).
-Discuss God's Principle of Individuality reflected in His creation and also in the art of each individual.
-Create some paintings/drawings of trees.

Teaching Tools/Supplies:
Bible; Webster's 1828 Dictionary; examples of color relationships in God's creation (photos, nature walk
observations); examples of art by different students/recognized artists.

Objectives: What I want my students to learn.
I want my students to understand that what they paint at different ages, stages, skill levels still reflects
what is in God's creation; to understand color relationships; that we see God's Principle of Individuality
in art among His creation; that we see God's Principle of Individuality among art by different people.
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Leading Idea: We can learn about God's character and
nature through art.

Biblical Principle:

Romans 1:20 (God's Creation is art.)

Link on the Chain of Christianity®: 

The Creation Link

Key Individual:

Creator God

Vocabulary of the Subject:

Dominion | Subdue  |  Govern  |  Order

Reason and Relate Questions:

What are some examples of how colors (and other elements of art) are used to subdue the
earth?
What are some examples of how the elements of art are used to govern?
How are lines used to "govern" alphabet letters? (Think of how they are used to make distinct
letters. Lines are used to create an uppercase letter differently than they are to make a lower
case letter, etc.)
Lines are used to make borders and boundaries to govern/show dominion of nations/subdue
the earth.

He is creative--a designer; He's a producer; He's infinitely imaginative (mankind is limited with his
imagination; we cannot create out of nothing); He's powerful; He's miraculous--He created everything
out of nothing (including the elements of art).
Review the elements of art with your students. 
Define and discuss "dominion" and "subdue."
Discuss how a part of God's character and nature, He provided the elements of art for us to use to help
have dominion and subdue the earth.

Lesson Content:
Discuss God's Character and Nature:

Teaching Tools/Supplies:
Bible; Webster's 1828 Dictionary; examples of how the elements of art are used by mankind for dominion,
subduing, and governing the earth.

Objectives: What I want my students to learn.
I want my students to understand that Sovereign God provided the elements of art for future use by
mankind for purposes of dominion, subduing, and governing. The elements of art have intelligent and
practical use.
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Leading Idea: How art is used in His Story.

Biblical Principles:

God has gifted mankind with the ability to create art to communicate truths (the Gospel) to
others. He uses Key Individuals, Key Institutions, and Key Events. God's Principle of Individuality.

Links on the Chain of Christianity®: 

Different links.

Key Individual:

Creator God

Vocabulary of the Subject:

Gospel | Excellencies  

Reason and Relate Questions:

What is the purpose of studying the Chain of Christianity® in art?
What is studied on the Chain of Christianity®?

Lesson Content:
-Discuss the Chain of Christianity® in the subject of art and its purpose.
-Give an overview of some of the time periods, Key Events, Key Individuals, Key Institutions studied on the
chain.
-Prepare a Chain of Christianity® notebook page for the subject of art.
-Have students file it in their 3-ring binders. 

Teaching Tools/Supplies:
Bible; Webster's 1828 Dictionary; an example of the Chain of Christianity®; an overview of what students will
learn on the first link.

Objectives: What I want my students to learn.
I want my students to understand that Sovereign God has gifted mankind with talents and the ability to
develop art skills for His glory; how God has used art to advance the Gospel westward; how God provided a
way for illiterate individuals to learn His Word; that art is enjoyable and purposeful; God has used different
styles of art throughout His Story to advance the Gospel (God's Principle of Individuality).
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Leading Idea: Art has an enemy and we can do something
about that.

Biblical Principle:

Psalm 127:4-5, Children are like arrows.

Link on the Chain of Christianity®: 

The Restoration Link

Key Individuals:

You and your students

Vocabulary of the Subject:

Sovereign  | Providence  |  Restore  |  Restoration

Reason and Relate Questions:

What are God's purposes for art?
How has art in American history been used to declare God's providence in our nation?
Why do the Communists want to degrade art?
How does the degradation of art degrade the character of an individual?
How can you and your students impact the culture for Christ through art?

Lesson Content:
-Review God's purposes for art.
-Discuss agenda points 22 and 23 of the Communist agenda as recorded in the 1963 Congressional record
(found in the book The Naked Communist by W. Cleon Skousen).
-Discuss why it's no surprise that art has an enemy (the enemy wants to undo the work of God's people).
-Discuss how the enemy's goal is to pull our attention away from God's excellencies and reminders of His
Mighty Works.
-Discuss how the Communists want to degrade art and compare and contrast those goals with God's
purposes.
-Discuss how degrading art eventually degrades character.
-Discuss internal to external and cause to effect as they involve art.
-Discuss how individuals influence art and how art influences culture.

Teaching Tools/Supplies:
Bible; Webster's 1828 Dictionary; The Naked Communist; How Should We Then Live: The Rise and Decline of
Western Thought and Culture by Francis A. Schaeffer.

Objectives: What I want my students to learn.
I want my students to be reminded of God's purposes and use of art; that when Christ (the Gospel, the
Living Word) is kept as the Focal Point, individuals and nations/cultures can be impacted for Christ; students
need to govern their thinking as they create art; each individual artist can reach at least one other person
for Christ; each artist is on the Restoration Link and able to help restore our nation with their intentional
work. 
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Want to learn more?

Biblical-Principle Approach Art Courses 
with

Principle Approach® Master Teacher Heather Hall
 

I'd love to help you with your goals of 
having Biblical-Principle Approach Art 

lessons in your homeschool! 
 

Current Art Courses:
 

The Science and Art of Geology, Bundle 1
A collaboration project with 

Christian Geologist Patrick Nurre of 
Northwest Treasures

 
The Foundations of Art, Bundle 1

 
 
 
 

biblicalclassicalcommunity.com

Join the Biblical-Principle Approach 
Homeschool Experience Membership 

with
Principle Approach® Master Teacher Heather Hall

 
 

It'd be such a blessing to come along
your side and help you become equipped

to disciple your children with
a Biblical-Principle Approached way of

life and learning.
 
 

Visit principledacademy.com 
and join the waitlist today!
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Want to learn more?

Join our Principled Notes email list
and get the 

Easy Guide to Bible Principles and Leading Ideas
A Companion to Your Curriculum, 2nd Edition

PDF download.
 

Sign up at pricnipledacademy.com
(Look for the pop up box with the image to the left.)

 
 
 

Follow our Principles in Practice Homeschool Podcast
 

Learn more about the Biblical-Principle Approach
as we share our journey, share from primary resources,

teach about the philosophy and method, and
enjoy rich conversations with guests who

share the same heart and mission.
 
 

Go to principlesinpractice.podbean.com
and follow it today! 

 
 

Looking for free resources to help you get started with some
quick wins and encouragement?
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Want to learn more?

Read articles at principledacademy.com

Looking for ways to help 
lighten your load?

 
We have products that help busy

homeschool parents implement the
Biblical-Principle Approach
in their homeschools with

greater ease.
 

Go to principlesdacademy.com
and follow it today! 

 
We're also resellers for many

of FACE's products. If you
shop through us, you help 

support our ministry.
Thank you!

 
 

Looking for free resources to help you get started with some
quick wins and encouragement?


